


What is this and What is Peppermint And Sage
This replaces our prototype issue that was put out before the first issue of Peppermint And Sage
and since at this writing we are in our second year it was time to update it a little. The prototype
looked more like a newsletter and this looks more like the zine. (At the time we made the prototype
we were thinking about the newsletter look).  When the prototype came out PAS had lain dormant
as a YahooGroup for thirteen years.  Being Witches 13 was a good year to make it active.

Peppermint And Sage was made to replace Palm Beach Pagan when we moved to Tennessee.
Palm Beach Pagan was around for two prototypes and one issue - which was given out at new
age stores around the Palm Beaches in Florida.  The major problem with Palm Beach Pagan was
that it was a print zine, and at the time we made it, it was the only way to go.  Since we wanted to
give it away we needed ads to cover the printing cost.  Four ads would be enough to print 100 is-
sues. That wasn’t a very big circulation.

We were going to do PAS on the YahooGroup and we did get a few submission either as files or
postings and then things dropped off.

Now we have the ability to create the zine and print it, not as a hard copy, but as an e-zine.  The
program we are using will convert the zine to PDF format. And because of the amount of graphics
in an issue we feel that it is the best format to use - also PDF readers if you don’t already have one
can be downloaded for free.

Now my background in pubbing has been with fanzines and that is how we do PAS.  For those
who do not know what a fanzine is, its an amateur publication usually about SF, Fantasy, or Com-
ics..  You would have the editor who would put the zine together and others would send in stories,
articles, artwork, reviews, comic strips, reviews, letters of comment that would make up the zine.
Anyone who sent anything in that got published would be paid with a free copy of the  issue they
appeared in.  They were usually priced to cover some of the printing and postage.  Most ads were
trade ads. (Now there were a few fanzine that made money - but the were very professional in the
way they looked and they came out on a regular basis)

They were fun to do and you got to know people all over the country and even out of it sometimes
- much like on Facebook today.

Since this is online we can have a much larger “print run” than we could on paper and there would
be no cost in producing it other than time.

WHY DO PAS?  Several years ago I was told that I had to do this.  I’ve started it several times and
it never got farther than my computer.  I tried several different names - but it kept coming back to
PAS.  And the cost of  printing it was high and then the cost of mailing and distribution was costly.
Even if we could get the submission to make it - getting it out would have been close to impossi-
ble.  We have always felt it needed to be FREE - and getting people to pay for ads in an unknown
publication made by an unknown group is very hard. But now that it can be published online and in
a format that can be downloaded or printed makes it much easier to do and makes it possible.

This can be a great showplace for your talents.  In Fanzines many of today pros in both comics
and SF&F got their starts. It gave them a chance to get feed back on their work and a showcase to
present it.

In the Pagan community we have a lot of talented people with no outlet - here it is.  If you are al-
ready a pro and want to submit - we will welcome you with open arms.



Regular Features in PAS

These are the features that appear in every issue - some are  editorial departments others are fea-
tures that are sent into us every issue.

This is the editorial every issue - asking for feed back. It is written by Dreamweaver

This is Lady Pinkie Luna Fae’s column that’s about Pagan family life - covering the current
holiday - things to do - food to make - community .

Moss Bliss’ column on mental health and Paganism. A very informative column.

Regular features that need submission or feedback to work
Most of these can only be regular when we get the needed feedback to make them work.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

We run a two month calendar every month. We list open rituals, PNO’s, retreats, gatherings, festi-
vals, concerts, workshops and other events of interest to pagans.  Besides when it is, we need

For this we need jokes, cartoons, cartoon strips, funny photos, puzzles, recipes, funny stories,
Filk songs, words for word search, words for crossword puzzle (and clue)  Word search takes
21 words if you want to make a complete one (we have the program that will create the word
search)  and at least 40 for a crossword puzzle. We want everything original in the zine with the
exception of jokes - joke seem to leave the person who created them leaving him no credit and
changing as it goes around. (If the joke is copyrighted or gives the author - it’s off limits. Latter
on we will go into what some of the other things are in case you are not sure of them.



This is a feature that can only appear when Tiger-Lily Dancing Dragons get questions. The ques-
tions and the answers are what make up the column . Questions can be send to
asktigerlily@pas.dragonaplm.com  .

Without things being send in -  we have no feature. Sometimes we can find out by their art and po-
ems that they are more Pagan than we though.  Send in a photo or a scan of their artwork..

This is for our letters of comment.  Let us know what you though of PAS. Since we are online
and you may not be reading the current issue - we except comments on all our issues. (Just let
us know which issue you are talking about)  The people who submit would love to hear from
you. Send to : pas@dragonpalm.com  or if you post a comment to Facebook on our group page
or the Peppermint And Sage page - not that we can print it in Pagan Postings.

This is our classified ad section. As of this writing it has not taken off like we though it
would. It would have five categories to be listed under. 1. FOR TRADE Just like it says -
you have something you want to trade for something else. Tell what you have and what
you are looking for. 2. FOR SALE: got something you want to trade for money  3. WANT
you are looking for something list what it is. (Note to people who answer a want ad - if its
a new product that you sell let them know - and if it’s used (unless rare) don’t quote a
price higher than it can be bought new)  4. CRAFT FOR CRAFT  You like making crafts
and you have some nice stuff, but to sell them you would have to charge way more than
you are comfortable with. Not everyone is good at making the same things and you can
make a deal with another crafter for something they made that you like. 5. FREE TO A
GOOD HOME - For those times when Mama cat gets out when she shouldn’t, or any-
thing else you want to give away to a good home.

If something is being sold as is - make sure it stated in your ad.  Shipping needs to also
be addressed.  Pictures are allowed.



Semi-regular features

These features don’t appear every issue for a number of reasons - some being the writer can’t
think of anything to say some issues.  And some could become regular for a while as some of the
regular could become semi-regular.  People do get writers block.

Two more features by Moss Bless.  A World Apart is on  IndoPaganism and Singing in the
Trees is about Bards.  Both columns are very interesting.

This appears around election time or when something is happening in politics that can effect
Pagans. Written by Dreamweaver.

Moonchyldes column on growing food and herbs in your backyard.  We see it from
spring planting to fall havest.

Lady Skys column that appears from time to time.



WHAT WE ARE LOOKING FOR:

ART WORK: Any original artwork you have - send us a scan or photo of it.  We can handle
any graphic format but prefer : JPG, GIF, or PNG.

CARTOON: Humorous drawings or strips.  These will be for the Pagan Fun Page.

ARTICLES: These can be about anything that would be of interest to Pagans.  We can ac-
cept any format but we prefer: DOC, DOCX, TXT, or PDF. (We can preview them without im-
porting them into the publishing program)  If you have pictures with the article that need to go
a certain place send in PDF format. (If you don’t have a way to convert to PDF (new versions
of word come with a publishes as PDF function you can download free converters.)

PHOTOS:  Any nice picture. Again any graphic format, but we prefer; JPG, GIF, or PNG -
please do not send in raw  - besides the files being too big - it would have to be converted
before we can import it into the program. (If you don’t know what raw is don’t worry about it)

COVERS: we need two covers each issue.  Front cover which needs to be something we can
add logos to - it can be art work or photo.  When sending a cover let us know if the artwork
can be used - if it’s not chosen as the cover. Inside the issue the original art or photo it was
taken form will be shown unedited.  The back cover is just a photo or artwork - sometime with
a poem and saying on it.

POEMS It can be about the season or holiday, it can be Pagan in nature or just about any-
thing.

STORIES These will be works of fiction. They should be of interest to Pagans

REVIEWS: These can be of books, movies, TV shows, concerts, albums, other magazines.
Again they should be of some interest to Pagans.

PUZZLES: World puzzle, number puzzles - these are for the Pagan Fun Pages

FILK SONGS:  A filk song is an existing song were the lyrics are changed (MAD magazines
use to them using musicals)  Give the lyrics and tell what song they are song to. Filk Songs
started at SF cons and  at first they just called them folk songs, but because of a misprint in a
program book they became FILK songs ever since. If you go on  line you can find Pagan Filk
songs. But we want original ones. Or at least have permission to reprint them.

RECIPES That wonderful meal you made at the last Sabbat or any other yummy thing you
know how to make.

CRAFT PROJECTS Tell what it is, what is needed to do it, and how to do it.

JOKES: We always need joke for the Pagan fun page.  Jokes unless they are credited to
someone or have a copyright notice on them are public domain. A person starts and joke and
it grows from there, with some version better than others.  Take an old joke and make it into a
Pagan Joke.

FILLER: This one of the most needed items. Filler can be any of the above, but done on a
small scale or in the case of picture odd sizes . These are what we put into the big white
spots after we put in all the other submission -



WHAT WE DO NOT WANT
SPELLS:  This isn’t the place for the spell of the day.  The exception to this if it’s part of an article or
story. (I realize sometimes a poem and a spell can be very close - and the right person can change
some poems to spells)

RITUALS: Like spells if it’s part of an article or story it’s ok -  This and the above is as much for the
editor as it is for the people doing submission. With a large Coven BOS and a personal one it would be
very easy for the editor to get his fill items this way, so he can’t do it and neither can the people sub-
mitting.

THING YOU DO NOT OWN THE RIGHTS TO: In most case if you did not create it, don’t submit it.
Now there are times people own thing that they have bought all rights to - they can submit this, but
should give the original artist some recognition. :Things that are public domain can be submitted.
(Again if an the artist or author is known they should get credit.)

SUBMITTING
Where to send: pas@dragonpalm.com

What we need with your submission: who it from and what name you want on it.  Do not assume that
we know who you are by your email address or that we know what name to put with it.  We have had
to guess a lot in past issues.  If your creation is part of an attachment - give the information in the body
of  document - Title  by you - if its a graphic format - have your name in the pictures name.(If you don’t
know how to do this in the body of the email give the information and I will rename them when I put
them in the file folder for the issue we are working on.

You own what ever you submit to us. The only exception is the COVER - you own the artwork for the
cover, but we own the finished cover.   We give permission to copy or print out the issues as long as
nothing is taken out or added. If someone wants to reprint something form the magazine they need the
permission of the one who owns it. (PAS will forward anything about your work to you).

To keep up with Peppermint And Sage join our Facebook group at
https://www.facebook.com/groups/peppermintandsage/

If you are in our Facebook group and you post something to the page that you want in the magazine
let us know when you make the post.  Don’t think “well if they want it they can have it” If you don’t give
permission we will not print it.

ADS
Ads are FREE. They must be in a graphics format. Ads are filler. They could appear anything form a
full page to a part of a page.  If you send us an ad and then want to repeat it in the next issue let us
know when the deadline of the next issue comes around.  Please do not tell us something like fun it
until I say not to run it again - we are not going to remember that. When a deadline hits we do not have
the time to try and figure out if you wanted it printed again or not.  Yes there are way we could get
around this with files for ads and so on - this add more work for us and when we hit a deadline - there
are a lot of thing we are trying to do at the same time.  We don’t want to leave you out. Things get mis-
placed and over looked as it is - we don’t need more - and the AD is FREE.



Peppermint

SAGE


